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1. Introduction. A Banach space E is said to have the approxima-

tion property (a.p.) if the identity operator on E is in the strong

closure of the linear operators on E of finite rank. The disc algebra,

40, is the algebra of continuous functions on the closed unit disc

which are analytic in the open unit disc. One easily sees that 40 has

the a.p. by considering Cesaro means. The algebra 40 can be looked

upon as the closed linear span of a collection of characters on a com-

pact Abelian group or as the uniform closure of polynomials on a

compact subset of the plane. Correspondingly, we obtain in §3 two

generalizations of the result that the disc algebra has the a.p.

In §2 we point out the connection between the a.p., slice products,

and tensor products. Extension of functions in slice products is

examined in the final section.

2. Tensor product and slice product. If A is a topological space,

then C(X) denotes the algebra of continuous complex valued func-

tions on A. The symbol ||n|| will always refer to the supremum norm.

If 4 and B are closed linear subspaces of C(X) and C(Y) respectively

where X and Y are compact spaces, then the tensor product of 4 and

B, denoted by 4 ®B, is the closed linear span in C(XX Y) of functions

of the form/<g>g with/£4 and gEB where (f<8>g)(x, y) =f(x)g(y).

Definition 2.1. Let A and Y be topological spaces and let 4 and

B be subsets of C(X) and C( Y) respectively. The slice product of 4

and B, denoted by 4 # B, is the set

{F E C(X X Y): F(x, -) £ B and F(-, y) £ A if (x, y) £ A X Y}.

A Banach space E has the a.p. if and only if for each compact

subset A of A and each e>0 there exists a continuous linear operator

T mapping E into E such that T has finite rank and ||x —P(x)|| ge

for each x£A. The following result was obtained by Grothendieck

[4, p. 175] and is an easy consequence of the Hahn-Banach theorem

and the Riesz representation theorem.

Proposition 2.2. Suppose A and B are closed linear subspaces of

C(X) and C( Y) respectively where X and Y are compact spaces. If A

has the a.p., then A®B =A#B.
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3. The approximation property for some function algebras. In this

section we obtain two generalizations of the result that A0 has the

a.p. We begin with the case of compact Abelian groups. Let G be a

compact Abelian group and G' denote the dual group of G. A linear

subspace 5 of C(G) is called translation invariant if fES and xEG

implies fxES where fx(y) =f(y—x). Silov proved [6] that if 5 is a

translation invariant closed linear subspace of C(G), then S equals

the closed linear span of G'C\S. Using the same techniques as Silov,

one obtains the following

Theorem 3.1. Let G be a compact Abelian group and suppose S is a

translation invariant closed linear subspace of C(G). Then S has the

a.p.

Proof. Let K be a compact subset of 5 and let e>0. We may as-

sume ||/|| g 1 for each fEK. There exists a neighborhood U of 0 in G

such that 11/,,— /|| ge/2 for each yEU and fEK by the uniform con-
tinuity of functions in C(G) and the compactness of K. Now, there

exists <}>EC(G) such that cp is nonnegative, <p vanishes on G—U, and

fd>dp = l where p denotes the normalized Haar measure on G. We

have ||/—f*4>\\ ge/2 for each fEK. By the Peter-Weyl theorem there

exists continuous characters 71, • • • , yn on G and complex numbers

ax, • ■ • , a„ such that

in

<t> — X aiy<   = e/2-
1—1

We obtain

/-/*(l«fp)ll«        for each/£ P.
\ 1=1        / 11

Define T:S—*C(G) by T(f) =/*(XXiaO'i)- Of course, T is a continu-
ous linear operator. Moreover, the range of P is a finite-dimensional

subspace of 5.

Example 3.2. Let P2 denote the torus and let a be an irrational

number. Let Aa he the closed subalgebra of C(T2) generated by the

functions (z, w)-^znwm where n+ma^0. By theorem 3.1 Aa is a

function algebra on P2 and has the a.p.

Example 3.3. Let A denote the closed linear span of {eiXl: X^OJ

in the algebra of continuous bounded function on the real line

equipped with sup norm. Then A is a function algebra on the Bohr

compactification of the real line and has the a.p. by Theorem 3.1.

We now take up our second generalization of the result that the

disc algebra has the a.p. Let A be a compact subset of the plane and
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let A(A) denote the uniform closure in C(A) of the rational functions

with poles off X. A deep theorem of S. N. Mergelyan [5] states that if

the complement of X consists of finitely many components then

R(X) equals the set of continuous functions on A which are analytic

in the interior of A. By a reformulation of Mergelyan's theorem for

R(X) and an application of a result of J. Dugundji [3] on the simul-

taneous extension of continuous functions, we shall show that R(X)

has the a.p. if the complement of X consists of finitely many com-

ponents.

If Q is an open subset of the Riemann sphere 52, then H(£l) denotes

the linear space of analytic functions on fi. We reformulate Mergel-

yan's theorem as follows:

Theorem 3.4 (Mergelyan). Let X be a compact subset of the plane

whose complement consists of finitely many components. Let D be an

open disc containing X. Let A (A, D) be the set of all continuous func-

tions on the Riemann sphere which vanish off D and are analytic in the

interior of X. Then for each 5>0 there exists Sl = Q,(X, S) an open subset

of the plane containing X and a linear operator ^„: 4 (A, £>)—>rP(fi)

such that \pg is of finite rank and

||/ - Uf)\\x g 6,000ay(«)

where «/(8) =sup{ |/(z) -f(z') \ : \z-z'\ <o}.

We use the above theorem to establish the a.p. for some function

algebras.

Theorem 3.5. If X is a compact subset of the plane whose complement

consists of finitely many components, then R(X) has the a.p.

Proof. Let D be an open disc containing A. By Dugundji's theo-

rem [3] there exists a linear transformation Tp of R(X) into 4 (A, D)

such that ifr(f)\X=f and ||^(/)|U = ||/||x. Let A be a compact subset

of R(X) and let e>0. There exists S>0 such that

w,(S) g 6,0006-'        for each g £ yp(K)

since ^(A) is a compact subset of 4 (A, D). But there exists a linear

transformation \ps of 4 (A, D) into R(X) so that \f/t has finite rank and

Ik - Ug)\\x g 6,000co9(<5)        for each g £ 4(A, D).

Thus

11/ - MW)\\x g e        for each/£ A

and so we are done.
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Note. Garnett has pointed out that the recent work of Vitushkin

[7] on rational approximation can be used to show that R(X) and

A (X) have the a.p. if A is a compact subset of the plane.

Corollary 3.6. // A is a function algebra with one generator, then

A has the a.p.

Proof. There exists a compact subset X of the plane whose com-

plement is connected and such that A is isomorphic and isometric

to R(X).

Note. Suppose A and B are closed linear subspaces of C(X) and

C(Y) respectively where X and Y are compact spaces. If A and B

have the a.p., then A ®B has the a.p.

4. Extension of functions in slice products. If A is a function

algebra on X, then we denote the Silov boundary of A by 8a- The set

3a is the smallest closed subset of X on which each member of A

achieves its maximum modules. If A and B are function algebras,

then one easily sees that

d(A<8)B) = d(AiB) = 3a X Ob-

One thus expects invariance of the slice product with respect to the

underlying space. Namely, one has the following result due to

Birtel [l].

Proposition 4.1. If A and B are function algebras on X and Y

respectively, then

(A#B)\ (dA X dB) = (-4 I dA) # (B! dB).

We now take up the problem of extending functions from sets to

which the Silov boundary is adherent.

Theorem 4.2. Suppose A and B are function algebras on X and Y

respectively. Suppose X'EX and Y'EY such that dA is adherent to X'

and 9b is adherent to Y'. If

F E C((X' \JdA)X(Y'\J dB)) and F | (X' X Y') E (A \ X') # (B | Y'),

then there exists a unique function Gin A # B such

F = G\ [(X'KJdA) X (Y'VJdB)}.

Proof. Uniqueness is clear. Existence is established in two parts.

We first show that

F\ (dA XdB)E (A\6A) #(B\dB).
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Fix xoE9a- Since 9b is compact, there exists a sequence (x»)"=1 in

X' such that

||P(*n, -) — F(x0, -)||aB—>0        asw—>=o.

We have P(x„, —) belongs to P| (Y'\JdB) ior » = 1, 2, • • • and so

P(x0, — )\dB belongs to B\dB. Similarly, we have that F( —, yo)\dA

belongs to A \ dA for each y0EdB.

Hence, there exists Gin A # B such that

G\ (dAX dB) = F | (dA X dB)        by Theorem 4.1.

We wish to show of course that G equals F on the set (X'VJdA)

X(Y'KJdB). The problem is thus reduced to showing that P = 0 on

dAXdB implies P=0. But this follows from the continuity of P on

(X'VJdA)(Y'VJdB) and the adherence of dA and dB to X' and Y'

respectively.

We apply the above result to algebras of analytic functions. Let

pp,(fi) denote the algebra of bounded analytic functions on fi where

fi is an open subset of the plane and assume that Hx(il) separates the

points of fi. Let X denote the closure of fi in the maximal ideal space

of PP(fi) and let Hx be the Gelfand image of PP(fi) in C(X). The

following result was obtained by Birtel [2] for the case of the open

unit disc.

Corollary 4.3. Pp, # Hx= {FEC(XXX): F\ (fiXfi) is bounded
and analytic on 12 X fi}.

Proof. Since the Silov boundary of H„ is adherent to fi and since

ipo(fi) # ipo(fi) contains the bounded analytic functions on fiXfi we

can apply the above theorem.

Let D denote the open unit disc and let M denote the maximal

ideal space Hm(D). One can easily construct bounded analytic func-

tions on DXD which do not have continuous extensions to MXM.

However, each bounded analytic function on DXD has a bounded

continuous extension to MXD. In fact, we have

Proposition 4.4. Suppose A is a function algebra on X and X'EX

such that dA is adherent to X'. If F is a bounded function in (A \ X')

# H„(D), then there exists a bounded function G in A § Ha(D) such

that F = G\(X'XD).

Proof. Given/G^41X', let/* denote the unique member of A such

that/*|X'=/. Define G: AXP->Cby

G(x, z) = F(-, z) * (x).
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Since F is bounded, we have that G is bounded. We may assume that

G is bounded in modulus by 1. The crux of the problem is to show

that G is continuous on XY.D. For this we use that F(x, —) belongs

to HX(D) as follows. Fix ZoED. For each z£D we obtain

\\G(- z) - G(- Zo)\\ g sup{ | G(x, z) - G(x, z0) |: x £ A'}

g2|z-z0|(l- Izol)-1.

The second inequality follows from the fact that if z, z0ED and if

fEHa(D) then

1/(8) -/(zo)|   g 2||/||fl|2-20|(l -  |2o|)-i.

Consequently, G is continuous on XXD. We obtain that G(x, —)

belongs to HK(D) for each x£A by applying 4.2 to G restricted to the

set

(A' \J dA) X {z:   | z |   g r}        for 0 < r < I.
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